At MSCL House, we provide a male-only, supportive, substance-free home living environment for individuals who want to achieve long-term sobriety.

“RECOVERY IS AN INDIVIDUAL CHOICE AND AN ONGOING PROCESS; IT IS DEMONSTRATED, MEASURED, AND STRENGTHENED BY COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.”

- SOCIAL MODEL RECOVERY SYSTEMS


Recover Strong!

Men’s Second Chance Living

P.O. Box 2398
Hailey ID 83333
Phone: (208) 481-0182
info@MSCLhouse.org
Website: www.MSCLhouse.org
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Because Every Day is a Second Chance
**Our Mission**

To help men living with addiction succeed in their recovery and achieve sustained sobriety by providing them with safe, affordable sober housing and support services while serving their needs and treating them with respect, compassion and a belief in the value of each individual.

**Our Vision**

To establish an all-male sober home in the Wood River Valley offering the most effective recovery structure; and to be recognized by the community as a program of excellence in which men living with addiction are afforded the best chance to heal, change, and improve their lifestyles.

---

**About MSCL House**

Living in a safe and sober environment allows residents to practice a recovery-oriented lifestyle during the crucial first few months they are sober.

**Who can apply?**

- Male, 18 years and older.
- Has a strong desire for sustained recovery.
- Is currently in active recovery.
- Is currently alcohol and drug free.
- Is self-directed in his recovery program.

**Expectations of Residents**

Prospective residents are required to respect and adhere to all MSCL House rules, which include but are not limited to:

- Abide by zero-tolerance policy.
- Attendance in recovery meetings.
- Submit to random alcohol and drug testing.
- Participate in productive activity.
- Maintenance and upkeep of home.
- Compliance with probation or outpatient treatment program.
- Attendance at MSCL House meeting.
- Timely payment of program fees.
- Demonstrate respect and consideration for fellow residents and neighbors.

---

**Living Environment**

MSCL House is located in a residential area in the heart of Hailey. Our home fosters feelings of safety and ownership of space allowing for the emotional healing necessary for lasting recovery. Our goal is to deliver the highest caliber of service to those in recovery by:

- Offering a comfortable home setting where living spaces are shared, collaboration is emphasized, new sober relationships are made, and isolating behaviors are avoided.
- Delivering strong, caring supervision by staff that is empathetic and available to listen, mediate, troubleshoot, support, and provide residents the assistance needed in dealing with anything that threatens their sobriety or ability to stay focused on their recovery.
- Establishing an effective, well-structured, well-run environment where recovering individuals can practice during their stay the recovery skills for day-to-day living.
- Establishing program Standards, Policies and House Rules that foster accountability, responsibility, encourage volunteerism and strengthens residents’ relationships with the community.
- Developing solid strategic partnerships with individuals, businesses, community leaders, faith-based organizations, health care and wellness organizations, and government agencies to arrange for services, volunteer and job opportunities, and general support for the residents.

---

According to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), nearly two-thirds of all relapses to alcohol and drug use take place within the first six months of the recovery process.